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Abstract 
Solar cells are well known as devices for sustainable electric energy generation. 
Nowadays the potential induced degradation has been brought up as an ob-
stacle problem for practical use. In order to determine the cause of this kind of 
degradation, numerical simulation by a finite difference time domain method 
has been performed for computational electromagnetics in the case that the 
thunder attacks the solar modules. The results show that the dielectric break-
down in the glass covered over the solar cells triggered by the thunderstroke is 
critical. So it is helpful to protect the dielectric breakdown in the glass from 
the thunderstroke. 
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1. Introduction 

Solar cells are quite attractive devices to generate electricity without any envi-
ronmental disturbance such as thermal or atomic power generation of electricity 
[1] [2]. The one solar cell provides a voltage as small as 1 V. Then many cells are 
used by connecting them in series to give several hundred volts, sometime even 
more than one thousand volts. It is because the higher voltage can be transferred 
by electric line with the less energy loss. 

As early as 1978, it has been already reported that solar cells have an intrinsic 
problem that high potential can induce degradation. This potential induced de-
gradation has attracted more attention since Swanson et al. reported the degra-
dation up to 30%. Thereafter, more and more attention has been paid to this 
practical obstacle for solar cell applications. The potential induced degradation 
[3] [4] [5] is now a main theme for the improvement of the solar cell durability. 
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But the cause for the degradation has not yet been clarified enough. It is partly 
because it takes no less than one year to induce full degradation. Anyway, the 
degradations including others are now a big issue for practical use [6]. 

Solar panels are usually installed on the roof or on the ground, in the rigorous 
circumstances of nature. We focus on the thunderstroke to the solar panels; the 
thunder induces high voltage where the solar panels are exposed to it. We as-
sume that the thunderstroke induced dielectric breakdown in insulators in the 
module, which results in the increase of leakage current in the module. 

The solar cell module consists of glass cover, a back sheet and an aluminum 
frame. The leakage current can be classified into the three parts. This article aimed 
to clarify the degradation part and to acknowledge the degradation mechanism. 
For this purpose, a simulation study has been performed on the basis of a finite 
difference time domain method with Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations. 

2. Theory 

The basic equations treated here are Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations:  
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Using B = μ H, D = ε E and J = σ E, we obtain the equations: 
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These equations were transferred to difference equations. In order to perform 
the numerical calculation, the process was based on the well-known Yee algo-
rithm [7]. Actual calculation steps are shown in the literature. We used the dif-
ferential-based absorbing boundary condition proposed by Mur [8]. 

All the spatial finite differences Δx, Δy and Δz should be under a tenth of the 
wave length. As for the time finite difference Δt, it should be consistent with the 
Courant condition that is 
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3. Modelling 

The solar cell panel treated here is described. Figure 1 shows the top and bottom 
view of the panel in (a) and a sectional view in (b). The panel consists of three 
layers of a glass plate, a solar cell and EVA for encapsulation, and back sheet 
(PET) from the surface to the bottom. The panel was fixed by an aluminum 
frame around it. The solar cell itself was treated as a perfect conductor. It was 
assumed that water exists on the glass to simulate a rainy weather. 
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The analytical model of the solar cell panel is shown in Figure 2. The alumi-
num frame was earthed through 10 Ω at the four corners. The two output ter-
minals were shunted and then earthed through 500 kΩ. The earth is expressed as 
a perfect conductor with the thickness of 0.01 m. The electromagnetic parame-
ters such as relative dielectric constant, relative permeability, and electric con-
ductivity for each material are shown in Table 1. 

We describe here the model of thunderstroke where only the indirect thun-
derstroke was considered. The thunder current was located at the point P in 
Figure 2 and flowed along the z axis. The parameter LX and LY was 0.3 m. The 
wave of the thunder current was formed by the step voltage for the tail that 
ranges from 20 kA or 70 kA with a head voltage whose width was between 0.1 
μs. The current was uniform along the z axis. 

 

 
Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the top and bottom view (a) and the sectional view 
(b) of the solar cell panel. The unit in the figure is mm. 

 

 
Figure 2. The analytical model of the solar cell panel. The I at P in the left side indicates 
the thunderstroke current to flow along the z axis.  
 
Table 1. The parameters set used in our simulation. 

 Glass PET, EVA Water 

εr 4.4 4.3 80.4 

μr 1.0 1.0 0.999992 

σ 1.0E−12 1.0E−10 0.01 

Unit: S/m. 
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Analytical space was in the area of 1.6 m × 1.6 m × 0.4 m. The differences of 
Δx, Δy and Δz are 10 mm, 10 mm, and 1 mm, respectively. In order to satisfy the 
Courant condition, the time difference was set to 1 ps. We took the 300,000 time 
steps that are far larger than the head voltage width. 

We defined V1, V2, and V3 as shown in Figure 3. The calculated voltage was 
taken near the point O in Figure 2 and another point where electric field was 
concentrated. In order to confirm the field-concentrated point, the profile of the 
electric field in each material was examined at first. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 shows the profiles of the electric field induced at the bottom of the 
back-sheet, where both LX and LY was 0.3 m, the head width and the magnitude 
of the thunderstroke current were 0.1 μs and 20 kA, respectively. At 3 ns, electric 
 

 
Figure 3. The calculated voltages of V1, V2, and V3 are defined in the figure. 
 

 
Figure 4. The profile of the electric field at the bottom of the back-sheet. 
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field waves were found to spread outward from the point M. At 3.5 ns, it can be 
seen that the wave is accumulated as it reached the right end. At 4 ns, the re-
flected waves are seen from both the upper and the lower sides toward the cen-
ter. At 0.1 μs, all waves are mostly disappeared. The height of the wave is max-
imized at the aluminum frame in all the figures. The fact was also observed on 
the surface of the back-sheet and on the glass layer. Thus, the voltage was calcu-
lated in the vicinity of the aluminum frame. 

We next consider the V1, V2 and V3 as a function of time. The calculated re-
sults are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 shows V1 and V2 variations 
along the time as well as the thunderstroke current of I. The I was a step voltage 
of which the head width was 0.1 μs and the height was 20 kA. The V1 has the 
largest spike that marked 21 kV at maximum and the spike voltage gradually de-
creases till 0.15 μs. On the other hand, V2 is no more than 5 kV. The voltages at  

 

 
Figure 5. The thunderstroke current (red) and the induced voltages of V1 (across 
the glass) and V2 (across the back-sheet) in the vicinity of an aluminum frame. 

 

 
Figure 6. The induced voltage V1 and V2 at the point O. 
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Figure 7. The voltages of V1 and V2 in the vicinity of an aluminum frame. The thun- 
derstroke current was 70 kA. The maximum value of 60 kV is corresponding to the 
dielectric strength of the ordinary glass. 
 

 
Figure 8. The voltages of V1 and V2 in the vicinity of an aluminum frame. The thun- 
derstroke current was 70 kA. No water exists on the glass only in this calculation. 

 
point O shown in Figure 6 are far smaller than those near the aluminum frame, 
as is consistent with the discussion in Figure 4. 

We next consider the effect of water on the glass plate. The height of the cur-
rent was 70 kA here. The voltages of V1 and V2 are shown in Figure 7. These 
results are the case that water exists on the glass. The maximum voltage is up to 
60 kV across the glass. Since the thickness of the glass was 3 mm, the electric 
field can be estimated to be 20 kV/mm. This value is no less than the dielectric 
strength of ordinary glass. The calculated results without water on the glass are 
shown in Figure 8. It is interesting that the maximum voltage spike was less 
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than 30 kV on the contrary. And V1 was reduced to be similar to V2 in this case. 
From this fact, water on the glass seems to be a main role to induce dielectric 
breakdown in the glass layer. However, the mechanism of the role is not yet cla-
rified physically. 

5. Conclusion 

The potential induced degradation is one of the biggest problems for practical 
use of solar cell panels. In order to clarify the degradation mechanism, numerical 
calculations were performed in the case of thunderstroke, based on the Max-
well’s electromagnetic equations. The results have shown that the electric field 
was induced over the panel, especially strong at the aluminum frame. When the 
thunderstroke current was 70 kA, the electric field induced in the glass that cov-
ered the solar cells reached the dielectric strength of 20 kV/mm. It was also 
found that the existence of water over the glass raised the induced electric field 
to a great extent. The dielectric breakdown in the glass was found to be a main 
cause of the potential induced degradation in this study.  
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